Reminders to Ushers

- Dress properly (you're first impression people have of the church)
- Arrive at least 15 minutes before the beginning of the hymn singing session.
- Greet members and visitors as they arrive. Offer Bible and hymn books.
- Get names and info of first time visitors
- Give welcome folder to first time visitors
- Inform speaker or RA of first time visitors
- Close inner doors as soon as prayer begins.
- Give cooks a head count of attendees after the first prayer.
- Assist those who need help, such as disabled or elderly
- When service begins, sit at the last row to monitor the service. Be ready to provide service to anyone who walks in or who needs help during service. (You are the host of the house).
- In the future, the church will provide a means for you to remind sermon speakers when the sermon goes past time.